
The Marvelous Maillardet 
Automaton
Part 1: Introduction and State of the Art
by Andrew Baron (NM)

Author’s note: Many subscribers to The Watch & 
Clock Bulletin have heard of or enjoyed the Academy 
Award–winning movie Hugo, based on The New York 
Times bestseller, The Invention of Hugo Cabret by 
Brian Selznick (Figure 1).1 Some are aware that the 
wondrous clockwork figure in Selznick’s book was 
inspired by a true-to-life, antique writing automaton. 
In 2007 I had the privilege of doing in real life what 
Hugo accomplishes in the book, namely, bringing life 
back to that broken mechanical figure. 

This is the first part of a series that was originally 
published in 2014 in Horological Times, the journal of 
the American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute. By 
2016 new discoveries warranted revisiting the subject, 
and Mechanical Music, the journal of the Musical 
Box Society International, published a revised and 
expanded version, with new layouts and graphics. It 

is with sincere appreciation to the NAWCC, and grat-
itude for the patient understanding of those Bulletin 
subscribers who also are members of the aforemen-
tioned organizations, that the automaton’s remark-
able story can now be made available to the single 
largest association of clockwork enthusiasts. This 
treatment features the best of both prior publications, 
in the hope that current readers will find this elegant 
eighteenth-century android as inspiring as I have.

Introduction 

I n 1928, at the ripe old age of about 133 years, 
the hauntingly lifelike Maillardet automaton 
first arrived at Philadelphia’s The Franklin 
Institute in a grim state—partially dismantled 

and, as legend has it, the survivor of a catastrophic 
fire. It was substantially rebuilt and prepared for 

Figure 1. In a drawing 
from the book1 (page 110), 
Hugo contemplates the 
daunting task and enticing 
rewards of repairing the 
automaton. SCHOLASTIC PRESS, 

AN IMPRINT OF SCHOLASTIC. USED 

WITH PERMISSION.
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live exhibition by 1932. It was “repaired” (to use the 
single cryptic word in the museum’s files) in 1953 
and treated to an overhaul with several remade parts 
in 1980. During some 60 years of public exhibitions, 
it produced tens of thousands of drawings from 
its brass memory as well as poems in English and 
French. Approaching age 200 by the mid-1990s, the 
automaton was in trouble again, unable to run at 
all without inflicting injury upon itself and incapable 
of producing legible output. Beyond its basic func-
tionality, the graceful movements of the head and 
eyes had been dormant for at least a century and 
were entirely absent during all of the automaton’s 
twentieth-century performances. In early 2007, upon 
the success of Brian Selznick’s The Invention of Hugo 
Cabret and in preparation for an upcoming core 
exhibit, I was invited to Philadelphia to tend to the 
ailing machine. By the conclusion of that work, the 
automaton had reclaimed its ability to faithfully draw 
and write and was reunited with long-lost tangential 
capabilities. Here then, with what it can now teach 
us in its restored state, is an intimate look at the 
Maillardet automaton (Figure 2), the most advanced 
Writer-Draftsman2 automaton to emerge from the 
revolutionary period between the twilight of the 
Enlightenment and the dawn of Romanticism.

Figure 2. Maillardet’s automaton, sans costume, renders 
“Vaisseau.” A portion of one of its motors is shown in the 
background. COURTESY OF RUSSELL KASSELMAN OF MBSI, AND THE 

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA. ANDREW BARON PHOTOS.

Figure 3. “Celestial Love.” The first 
selection in the Maillardet automaton’s 
late 1700s memory. Pictured at 100%.
COURTESY OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 

COLLECTIONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Spectator’s Experience

Perhaps the automaton’s most compelling attribute 
rests in how its3 makers brilliantly configured 
common clockwork parts in singularly unconventional 
ways to produce sensational results. When dressed 
in costume and in fine working order, the automaton 
presents the appearance of a young boy kneeling 
at a diminutive writing desk mounted atop a 
large, ornate chest. As you approach, he appears 
to be looking straight out across the room. Two 

motors are wound up by the exhibitor, and a small 
semiconcealed lever starts the action. The mechanical 
boy’s outward gaze gives way to a downward nod 
as his eyes narrow, and his hand glides over to the 
blank paper on the small desk.

The first selection is an ornate scene of Cupid stand-
ing nonchalantly upon a chariot being pulled through 
clouds by a pair of doves (Figure 3). Twice during 
the course of the drawing the boy’s head tips up, 
his eyelids lift, and he gazes out as if to say, “What 
shall I do next?” After a couple of seconds, he nods 
once more and resumes drawing. With broad sweeps 
of his arm in showy flourishes, decorative borders 
appear around the drawing, deftly embellished with 
little details. Occasionally, the idle left hand moves up 
or down just a little, so it will not be mistaken for an 
inanimate mass. After a few minutes of studious work 
the boy looks up and stops, his drawing hand com-
ing to rest beside the finished masterpiece. You may 
then lift the small metal frame that holds the paper 
and retrieve the drawing for a close inspection of the 
boy’s work. 

Next, a tall-masted British warship is industriously 
rendered, with ocean waves, billowing sails, 
complicated rigging and ladders, minuscule cannon 
in 30 of its 44 portholes, and a tiny captain on deck 
(Figure 4). Should any doubt remain as to the young 
savant’s prowess, when next set in motion the artist 
becomes a poet, penning the following in a graceful, 
flowing script:

“Unerring is my hand, though small” (there 
is then a momentary pause to look out at the 
gathered spectators; he then returns to his task)

“May I not add with truth” (his hand glides 
back over to cross the t’s in truth)

“I do my best to please you all” (another 
momentary glance outward as though 
imagining how to finish, and then nodding 
down to resolutely complete the poem)

“Encourage then, my youth.” 

The poet then swash-pens an expressive little 
box at the bottom, within which he adds, “THE 
AUTOMATON, SCR” (SCR is a Latin abbreviation for 
Scriptor or Scriptoris) (Figure 5).

Thus, the first three of seven dedicated selections are 
drawn up from within the automaton’s aging analog 

Figure 4. “Vaisseau” or vessel. The second of the 
automaton’s memory, and a popular favorite request at 
exhibitions. COURTESY OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE COLLECTIONS, 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Figure 5. “Unerring” is the third of the automaton’s 
selections, and the first of its three poems. COURTESY OF THE 

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE COLLECTIONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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memory. These will be followed by two more exquisite 
drawings, interspersed with two more poems, this 
time in French. The automaton has rendered these 
drawings and poems for nearly two and a quarter 
centuries, during which time it has sometimes forgot-
ten how to render legibly, or, on occasion, at all. Such 
was the case when I traveled to Philadelphia to coax 
the fatigued and injured time traveler back to life.

Origins

Made in the London workshop of Henri Maillar-
det, this automaton is one of fewer than a dozen 
“Writer-Draftsman” produced in Europe between 
the mid-eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 
(Figure 6). Of the half dozen or so known survivors, 
this one alone possesses an unparalleled naturalness 
of movement that is so smooth, silent in its action, 
and lifelike, that the movie version incorporated the 
more abrupt moves and mechanical noises typical 
of its predecessors. The very heart of the Maillardet 
automaton, and the feature that most deviates from 
conventional clock mechanisms, is the horizontal 

row of 72 stacked cams that contain the automaton’s 
exquisite memory. An additional pair of cams at one 
end of the stack controls the movements of the head, 
and by clever extensions the eyes, eyelids, and left 
hand (Figure 7).

Touted as having one of the most extensive 
mechanical memories of its time (think of it as a 
computer with a literal hard disk drive and read-
only memory), the circa 1795 Maillardet automaton 
represents a dramatic departure from the Jaquet-
Droz “Draughtsman” (1774), which is its nearest 
operational relation currently available for dynamic 
study and comparison. Whereas the Maillardet 
automaton’s basic data retrieval system had been 
worked out a generation earlier by Jaquet-Droz and 
Leschot, its most unique and enduring attribute—in its 
own time and even by today’s standards—remains its 
graceful naturalness of gesture.

The head and eye movements are virtually choreo-
graphed, so the figure appears to casually regard 
its own act of creating. Even the occasional pretense 

Figure 6. A century before its forlorn arrival at The Franklin Institute, the Maillardet automaton appears in better times, at the far 
right in this 1826 etching by Theodore Lane, as part of an automata exhibition in London. 
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of looking up and outward during the course of a 
drawing was engineered to provide a clever camou-
flage for the automatic exchanging of a trio of cams. 
Similar to a stage illusionist drawing your attention 
with a theatrical flourish of one outstretched hand 
while secretly pocketing some contrivance with the 
other, the automaton’s momentary interlude would 
risk detection if not for the figure itself commanding 
our attention with its gaze.

The automaton’s stagecraft even extends to the man-
ner in which its precious works of art are revealed. 
For example, in the early moments of the chariot 
drawing, the industrious little performer abandons 
the tedium of filling in Cupid’s curly hair in favor of 
the more immediate gratification of rendering the fig-
ure’s tiny wings and feathers. He will go back to fill in 
the rest of the hair before the drawing is finished. Just 
one of many examples of the unparalleled thought-
fulness that went into the automaton’s programming, 

the conscious goal seems always to have been to 
avoid any unnatural move that could even for a 
moment diminish the illusion of life. I think, therefore 
I am (Descartes).

The Ascension of Realism

To put the Maillardet automaton’s advanced design in 
context, it is helpful to briefly examine the trajectory of 
the Writer-Draftsmen automata made before its late 
eighteenth-century debut. This fertile period witnessed 
remarkable strides as artisan-horologists progressed 
from non-anthropomorphic writing machines to 
extraordinary imitations of life.

Von Knaus

Friedrich von Knaus (1724–89) began making 
mechanical writers in 1753. His first machines made 
no attempt to represent the human form, but his 

Figure 7. A portion of the Maillardet automaton’s legendary memory. Each of the three steel followers traverses a dedicated 
section of the cam stack, which activates the z axis hand movements (upper section in this view), y axis (center section), and 
x axis (lower or foreground section). Inset shows detail. Every ridge, valley, and feature corresponds to a specific detail in the 
automaton’s drawings. PHOTO BY ANDREW BARON.
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fourth (1760) incorporated a small statuette with an 
animated writing arm. The figure sits on a platform, 
atop a globe containing the motor and mechanism 
(Figure 8). A vertical panel behind the figure supports 
a moving platen, to which blank paper is affixed. The 
writing arm’s range of motion is limited to an area 
just sufficient to render a single letter, after which 
the platen slides over to make room for the next. An 
inkwell rises at intervals to recharge the pen held in 
the hand of the otherwise stationary statuette, which 
provides the merest suggestion of the link between 
writing and a human touch.

This Writer is programmed by inserting pegs into 
rows of holes in a concealed cylinder, which cor-
respond to cams that propel the movement of the 
writing arm to create a short passage. While simple 
when compared with later automata, the 1760 Writer 
of Von Knaus remains a watershed accomplishment. 
Its victorious premier before Emperor Francis I and 
the Empress Maria Theresa created a sensation in 
Vienna, where it can still be seen today at the Tech-
nisches Museum (tinyurl.com/y8mdx2vb). 

To place its debut within the context of time, about 
two years after von Knaus’s triumph in Vienna, the 
Empress was entertained by the 6-year-old Amadeus 

Mozart. Perhaps the oldest surviving automaton 
writing is on a paper penned by one of von Knaus’s 
earlier writers. The message translates to, “God has 
established the royal house of Austria without limits in 
either time or space.”

Jaquet-Droz

The next development dramatically elevated the 
human figure as the apparent creator of the writing. 
Completed in 1772 in the legendary Swiss workshop 
of Pierre Jaquet-Droz (1721–90), “L’écrivain” or 
“the Writer” (Figure 9) was first publicly exhibited 
in 1774 along with the Jaquet-Droz Draughtsman, 
Lady Musician, and Grotto. The Writer appears as a 
young boy seated at a small desk. It is powered by a 
miniaturized movement that fits almost entirely within 
the torso. A supplemental mechanism is dedicated 
to a horizontal moving tablet for the paper, which 
advances after each letter in the manner of von 
Knaus. The Writer can be programmed by arranging 
a set of small steel cleats in the periphery of an index 
wheel, to compose up to 40 characters of text. Each 
cleat is engraved with a letter that corresponds to a 
cam trio, selected one set at a time from 120 cams 
that are permanently installed in a stack on a com-
mon arbor. For each letter, a trio of cams is required 

Figure 8. Four views of Von Knaus’s fourth writer. Left, mechanism concealed; middle, mechanism revealed; top right, close-up 
of the statuette and platen; bottom right; close-up of the works (the programmable cylinder is on the far right in this view).  
LEFT AND MIDDLE PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE TECHNISCHES MUSEUM, VIENNA, WWW.TECHNISCHESMUSEUM.AT/OBJECT/ALL-WRITING-MIRACULOUS-MACHINE.
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to control the hand, in the x axis (side to side), y axis 
(forward and back), and z axis (up and down).

Two dedicated motors with fusees are incorporated: 
one for turning the letter selection wheel and the 
other for rotating the cams beneath the cam followers 
that ride on their surfaces. In an improvement over 
von Knaus’s creation, Jaquet-Droz has given intent to 
the action of the sliding tablet by having the autom-
aton’s left hand appear to push it along after each 
letter is written.

As with von Knaus, the writing arm’s physical range is 
quite limited, with one charming exception. The arm 
moves beyond the edge of the platen at the start of 
each line to dip the pen in an inkwell and shake off the 
excess in a most lifelike manner. Further distancing the 
Writer from its simpler predecessor, an engaging final 
complication swivels the figure’s head in tandem with 
the inkwell motion and moves the eyes side to side at 
intervals. Although the movement of the hand is steady 
and engaging, the figure’s head, eyes, and traversing 
tablet all move in sudden, rapid motions accompanied 
by ambient mechanical sounds, somewhat diluting 
the illusion of life. Nonetheless, following a captivating 
performance, the message is complete and the Writer 
comes to a quiet stop.

Leschot

The next automaton of the Writer-Draftsman class 
is attributed to Pierre’s son Henri-Louis Jaquet-Droz 
(1752–91) and Jean-Frédéric Leschot (1746–1824). 
It is known as “le dessinateur” or “the Draughtsman” 

(Figure 10). It creates four small pencil illustrations, 
one of which is accompanied by a two-word phrase 
indelibly sculpted into its more complex cams. The 
Draughtsman’s mechanism was simplified by trading 
in the Writer’s cleats, index wheel, and permanent 
120-cam stack for fewer, thicker cams in a removable 
block of 36 for each large drawing, or a double 
set of 18 for the two smaller drawings. It retains 
two motors, which also produce steady sounds 
throughout the performance. The drawing arm’s 
physical range is broader than that of the Writer, but 
the arm still remains close to the torso, constrained 
by the limited amplification that the small-diameter 
cams can impart to the mass of the moving arm 
without undue wear. The resulting drawings are about 
the size of a calling card.

The Draughtsman produces a recognizable portrait 
of Louis XV, a double portrait of King George III and 
Queen Charlotte, Cupid sitting on a chariot propelled 
by a butterfly, and a steadfast canine accompanied 
by the words “Mon Toutou” (my doggie) (Figure 
11). Light hatch marks for shading reveal nuanced 
pressure at the drawing hand. Each drawing requires 
more data than can be read in a single cam trio 
rotation, so the stack automatically advances for 
each subsequent drawing segment. Although the 
Draughtsman’s mechanism is somewhat simpler than 
the Jaquet-Droz Writer, it is endowed with vastly more 
intricate cams and brilliant mechanical refinements.

The showmanship that is evident in the Writer’s 
pen-dipping action has a lovely parallel in the 

Figure 9. The Jaquet-Droz writer. The programmable 
wheel can be seen on the lower right. A detail of its writing 
is shown in the inset. PHOTOS BY ARIEL ADAMS, COURTESY OF WWW.

ABLOGTOWATCH.COM.

Figure 10. The Jaquet-Droz–Leschot Draughtsman.  
PHOTOS BY S. LORI.
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Draughtsman, which stops at intervals to blow pencil 
dust from the paper by virtue of a concealed bellows. 
As with the Writer, the head moves only in a single 
axis, this time a vertical nodding action instead of 
the Writer’s horizontal swivel. This may have been 
influenced by a desire to debut the automata together, 
each with its own mannerisms. The supplemental 
complications of each figure are a testament to their 
makers’ inspired efforts to faithfully serve the two mas-
ters of practical design and imaginative presentation.

An amusing story is told about the Draughtsman’s 
debut for the King and Queen of France, where 
it was announced that Marie-Antoinette would 
be treated to her own portrait drawn by the little 
artist (apparently rendered from a long-lost set of 
cams). Imagine the chagrin of its exhibitors, the 
young Jaquet-Droz and Leschot, when instead of 
the queen’s portrait, “Mon Toutou” appeared on the 
carefully prepared paper!4

Nearly a quarter of a millennium has elapsed 
since Jaquet-Droz’s Writer and Draughtsman were 
introduced. Although their audible mechanisms 
and sometimes abrupt actions push the envelope of 
suspending disbelief, these pivotal automata were 
hailed as being uncannily lifelike in their day. They 
also created the solid technological foundation on 
which the Maillardet automaton rests and would not 
otherwise exist.

Maillardet’s Quantum Leap

In July 2013 André Ginesta was the first contem-
porary European historian to witness The Franklin 
Institute’s Maillardet automaton in action. President 
of Swiss Friends of Mechanical Music and lifelong 
collector with a special interest in automata, Ginesta 
captured the unique, nuanced presentation of the 
Maillardet automaton perfectly when he described 
it in two words: casual elegance. Well-acquainted 
with the Jaquet-Droz automata in the Art and History 
Museum at Neuchâtel, he was impressed with what 
he described as “an even better result of that technic.”

If a goal of the early automaton builders was to create 
the illusion of life, there was room for further refine-
ment, and the Maillardet automaton appears to have 
carried the Writer-Draftsmen to a point of polished 
maturation. Comparative study suggests at least five 
notable developmental advances in its creation.

1. Evocative and much more natural movement of 
the head and eyes was made possible by significantly 
increasing the diameter of the cams that impart those 
motions, allowing the associated cam followers to 
more gently traverse the undulations in a broader 
field of play. This in turn was made practical by 
liberating the primary mechanism from within the 
narrow confines of the figure’s torso, relocating it to 
the more spacious decorative chest upon which the 
figure kneels.

Figure 11. The Jaquet-Droz–Leschot Draughtsman’s output, at approximately actual size. DRAWINGS COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF ART 

AND HISTORY, NEUCHÂTEL, SWITZERLAND.
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In dramatic contrast with the Jaquet-Droz Writer and 
Draughtsman’s single head movements, the Maillar-
det automaton uses a sophisticated, dual-spherical 
coordinated system that enables compound rotation 
of the head, which pivots on two independent per-
pendicular axes. This produces a much gentler and 
satisfyingly authentic movement. A final complication 
not previously seen is that the Maillardet automaton 
has form-fitting eyelids that work independently of 
the head and eyes, materially adding to its range of 
expression.

2. The drawing arm’s dynamic range was immensely 
expanded, resulting in anatomically correct motion, 
and a 330 percent increase in the drawing area. In 
combination with the somewhat smaller size of the 
figure, the net effect is stunning. The boy’s entire 
drawing arm nearly straightens out as he reaches 
for the most distant points, and it retracts to the point 
where the elbow nearly tucks behind the rib cage 

when details are rendered close. In a magisterial dis-
play of the innovative geometry between the shoulder 
and the elbow, we witness the hand and pen lean 
this way and that during the rendering of large oval 
borders as the elbow swings out wide even though 
the wrist joint remains locked.

3. The mechanism runs in virtual silence. Sound is 
heard only briefly as a rapid pair of clicks, during 
the automatic two-second program change intervals, 
when the banking pin on the rotational motor’s gov-
ernor is arrested, preventing the cams from rotating 
while the transverse motor slides the entire cam stack 
to the right. The transverse motor then shuts itself 
off, triggering the rotational motor to resume. Two 
to three of these momentary interruptions occur per 
selection, between which we are easily lulled back 
into the mesmerizing sight of the automaton drawing 
in total silence for another minute and a half. The 
cabinet enclosure may once have muted even these 

Figure 12. The Maillardet automaton on display at The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, PA. PHOTO BY ANDREW BARON.
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momentary sounds. The original cover panel on 
which the figure kneels is lost to history; it was long 
ago replaced with glass to display the mechanism. 
The original, presumably opaque panel might also 
have had a felt lining as an acoustic seal.

4. Extensively augmented data storage derives from 
a set of large, permanently installed cams. These 
are approximately double the size of the Draughts-
man’s and run at about half the speed, enabling the 
rendering of much finer details down to a near-mi-
croscopic level. This is analogous to a long-playing 
phonograph record in which the slower speed allows 
for less crowded data in the grooves and greater 
fidelity of dense passages. To put this in perspective, 
when the automaton produces a single, six-minute, 
four-revolution drawing that utilizes 12 cam trios of 
approximately eight inches in diameter, it is traversing 
more than 23 linear feet of data.

5. Enhanced entertainment value was another benefit 
of the larger cams. With so much more available 
memory storage, the designers had tremendous cre-
ative latitude, opening the door for more imaginative 
choreography and programming. This is abundantly 
evident in the many entertaining moves the autom-
aton makes. Crossing t’s and dotting i’s, putting in 
punctuation, adding embellishments, and changing 
lettering style are all part of the show. Just as a real 
artist would, the little maestro now and then appears 
to tire of rendering details and abandons tedious 
parts of the work to turn his attention elsewhere.

Conclusion

In its time the Maillardet automaton must have 
seemed positively supernatural. Despite the techno-
logical strides of the past two centuries, we are still 
captivated by this child of the late 1700s. It exceeds 
most modern animatronics in naturalness of action 
and represents the highest-known state of the art of 
the Writer-Draftsman class of automata.

In Part 2 of this series we travel to The Franklin 
Institute in Philadelphia, where we will roll up our 
sleeves, put on our specs, get out the notebook, and 
allow the Maillardet automaton to reveal what’s ailing 
it (Figure 12).
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